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Introduction Life

The fame of the Russian number-theorist Nikolai Nikolai Grigor'evich Chebotarev was born in
Grigor'evich Chebotarev2 (1894-1947) rests almost ex- Kamenets-Podolsk on June 15, 1894; on June 3 accord-
clusively on his proof, in 1922, of a conjecture of ing to the Julian calendar that was still in use in Russia.
Frobenius, nowadays known äs Chebotarev's density the- His father, Grigorn Nikolaevich, served in the Russian
orem. Algebraic-number-theorists have cherished the court System in several Ukrainian cities and was presi-
theorem ever since, because of both its beauty and its dent of a district court when the 1917 revolution inter-
importance. rupted his career. It left him stripped of his status and

In the present article we introduce Chebotarev and reduced to poverty, and he died of cholera in Odessa in
his theorem. Drawing upon Russian sources, we de- 1922. Nikolai had one younger brother, Grigorn, a doc-
scribe his life and the circumstances under which he tor who was seen in the White Army during the civil
proved his density theorem. Two characteristic exam-
ples are given to illustrate the nature of his other work.
Next we explain the content of his theorem, reducing to
a minimum the specialized terminology in which the
theorem is usually couched. We shall see that the key
idea of Chebotarev's proof enabled Artin to prove his
reciprocity law; in fact, had history taken a slightly dif-
ferent course, then Chebotarev would have proven it
first. For the connoisseur, we give, in an appendix, a
paraphrase of Chebotarev's proof of his density theo-
rem. It uses no class field theory, and it is appreciably
more elementary than the treatment found in current

textbooks P. Stevenhagen and H. W. Lenstra, Jr.
We shall not discuss the important role that σ '

Chebotarev's density theorem plays in modern arith-

metic algebraic geometry. The interested reader is re-

ferred to [34J and [35].

'The first author thanks I. R. Shafarevich and A. G. Scrgcev for pro-
viding biographica) material on Chebolarev. The second author was
supported by NSF under grant No. DMS 92-24205. Part of the work
reported in this article was done while the second author was on ap-
pomtment äs a Miller Research Professor in the Miller Institute for
Basic Research in Science. D. J. Bernstein, J. A. Buchmann, G. H. Frei,
A. C. P. Gee, S J. P. Million, A. Schinzel, and V. M. Tikhomirov kmdly
provided assistance.
2The transliteration of Cynllic names in this paper follows the current
Mathematical Reviews Standard.
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war following the revolution. He emigrated to Yugo-
slavia and never returned to the Soviet Union.
Nikolai received an upper-class education that was

strictly controlled by his mother. It is no coincidence that
mathematics, a domain beyond her control, became
Nikolai's favorite pastime when he was 15 or 16 years
old. He was often unable to attend school during this
time, äs he suffered from pleurisy, and in the winter of
1910-1911 he was taken by his mother to the Italian
Riviera to recover from pneumonia. In 1912 he gained
admission äs a Student in mathematics to the university
in Kiev, then known äs the University of the Holy
Vladimir. He was a student of D. A. Grave, äs were
B. N. Delone, who later tried unsuccessfully to lure
Chebotarev to Leningrad, and Otto Shmidt, who would
become a renowned group-theorist äs well äs vice pres-
ident of the Academy of Sciences. Grave was a former
student of Chebyshev and Korkin, and at that time the
only true mathematician in Kiev. In these years,
Nikolai's mathematical interests took shape. Despite the
difficulties arising from World War I, which necessi-
tated the temporary relocation of the university to
Saratov, he graduated in 1916 and became Privatdozent
after his magister's exam in 1918. He continued to live
like a student, earning money from private lessons and
teaching in high schools. In 1921 he moved to Odessa
to assist his parents, who were subsisting there under The difficult financial Situation of the Chebotarev
miserable conditions. After his father's death, his household improved considerably in 1923, when
mother eked out a living by selling cabbage at the Nikolai marriecl the teacher and assistant physiologist
market. Mariya Alexandrovna Smirnitskaya. Working with a
Despite professional and economic support from lo- former student of the famous physiologist Pavlov, she

cal mathematicians such äs Shatunovskn and Kagan, made a decent salary. The relationship with her mother-
Nikolai had difficulties finding a suitable position in in-law, who had insisted in vain on a religious marriage,
Odessa: the mathematics there was focused primarily seems to have been less than friendly.
on foundational issues, and these were alien to Nikolai's In 1924, Nikolai finally found a Job at the Civil
interests. Engineering Institute in Moscow. Here he became ac-
Then came the summer of 1922. Chebctarev recalls quainted with the Kazan mathematician N. N.

the circumstances in a 1945 letter to M. I. Rokotovskn Parfent'ev—his first tie to Kazan. Nikolai was icily re-
[8], who had tried to interest him in his plans for a the- ceived by his Moscow colleagues; he found out that he
sis on the working environment of scientists: occupied D. F. Egorov's position, and resigned after 7

months. Egorov, who had shaped the Moscow school
In real life, scientists come in äs many varieties äs there are of pure mathematics together with his student N. N.
species of plante. You describc a tender rose, that needs a Luzi had been dismissed for po]itical reasons.
supportine stake, fertmzed soil, regulär watering, and so on, _ ,11 uu j.j / / , . .
in order to grow. Our harsh reality, „ould more likely yield Eventually, he would be arrested äs a religious sectar-
thistles, which produce somewhat .irade but beautiful flow- ian" and go on a hunger strike. Mortally ill, he would
ers under all conditions. What would our science be like, if be transported to a prison hospital in Kazan in 1931,
our scientists could only work in silence or with "good, not where Nikolai's wife happened to work äs a doctor [36].
too loud music" in their offices? I belong to the older gen- Re ig purported to have died at the Chebotarev hörne.
eration of Soviet scientists, who were shaped by the cir- π f . r„. , NT., , „ , , ,, . . . .„ ,
cumslances of a civil war. I devised my best result while Back m Odessa' Nlkolal §Ot a badl7 Paid and üi-de-
carrying water from the lower part of town (Peresypi in fmed position äs secretary for scientific research at an
Odessa) to the higher part, or buckets of cabbages to the Educational Institute. His Situation did not become
market, which my mother sold to feed the entire family. more comfortable in 1926, when his son, named Grigorii

in accordance with family tradition, was born.
This "best result" was Chebotarev's density theorem. It was Scientifically, however, he did very well. A talented 17-
a spark from heaven, which would secure Chebotarev year-old boy, Mark Krem, who had come to Odessa,
a comfortable position in Soviet mathematics and im- started working under Nikolai's supervision and as-
mortalize his name in algebraic number theory. sembled enough students for a Seminar on algebraic
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functions. When Nikolai left Odessa in 1927, Krem con-
tinued the seminar and founded a school in functional
analysis. Before this, in 1925, Nikolai had been able to
make his first seientific trip abroad, to the meeting of
the German Mathematica] Society (DMV) m Danzig,
where he met E. Noether, Mensel, and Hensel's student
Hasse. He traveled on to Berlin, visiting I. Schur, and to
Gottingen, where he met his countryman A. M.
Ostrovskii. Like Nikolai, Ostrovskn was a student of
Grave from Kiev. Grave had sent him abroad to con-
tinue his education, äs Jews could not attend graduate
schools in tsarist Russia. Nikolai greatly impressed
Ostrovskn by providing an original solution to one of
Ostrovskn's problems. We will discuss it later in this
section.
In 1927, Nikolai finally defended his doctoral disser-

tation, which was based on his 1922 density theorem, at
the Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. He had earlier been
invited by Delone to do so in Leningrad, but this was
no longer possible: the bourgeois custom of the doctoral
degree had been abolished m the Russian republic in
1926. Shortly after receiving his doctorate, Nikolai was
offered positions both in Leningrad, which already had
a strong group of algebraists, and in the provincial town
of Kazan, some 800 kilometers east of Moscow, where
he would have to create his own school. At that time,
the university of Kazan boasted its own Journal, in
which Nikolai had already pubhshed a few papers, and
a rieh library. It had an international reputation because
it regularly awarded a prestigious prize in geometry
named after Lobachevskii, the famous geometer who
had worked in Kazan during the 19th Century. Unfor- N. G. Chebotarev
tunately, the independence of the provincial universi-
ties was gradually suppressed during the Stalin era, and

by 1945 both the Journal and the prize were abolished, this problem was incorrect, a counterexample being due
äs were most scientific contacts with capitalist countries. to his own son Grigorn, who had also become a math-
After some hesitation, Nikolai finally chose Kazan, ematician [22].

where he was to stay for the rest of his life. He left Chebotarev's reputation did not remain confined to
Odessa in December 1927. His wife and son followed in the Soviet Union. In 1932, he accepted the invitation to
the spring of 1928. This put an end to the difficulties of deliver a plenary address at the international congress
sharing accommodations with Nikolai's mother, who in Zürich. His talk, "Problems in contemporary Galois
went to live with her sisters in Krasnodar. She died in theory" ([7], vol. 3, pp. 5-46) marked the lOOth an-
1939. niversary of the death of Galois.
In Kazan, Nikolai was able to create his own school Nikolai remained productive during the 20 years he

of algebra, and his students obtained positions in sev- spent in Kazan. The research papers in his collected
eral Soviet universities. During his Kazan period, his works [7J address a wide ränge of problems—many in
work gained ample recognition in the Soviet Union. He number theory and in his "official" specialty, Galois the-
was elected corresponding member of the Academy of Ory, but others in Lie groups, abelian integrals, the dis-
Sciences in 1929 and invited to speak at the All-Union tribution of zeros of polynomials, and approximation
congress in Leningrad in 1934. In 1943, he became theory. Apart from this, he produced course notes in ad-
Honored Scientist of the Russian republic. He was nom- vanced algebra, the calculus of variations, and topology.
inated for the Stalin Prize in 1943 and 1946, but received His textbook Osnopy teoru Galua (Basic Galois theory) ap-
this coveted prize only posthumously, in 1948. It was peared in two volumes in 1934 and 1937, together with
awarded for his work on Hilbert's thirteenth problem a 1936 monograph Teoriya Galua that included results
concerning the impossibility of solving the 7th-degree On the inverse problem and the theory of resolvents. A
equation by means of contmuous functions of two ar- reedited and extended German translation of the first
guments. In 1954 it turned out that one of his results on volume with inclusions from the monograph appeared
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in 1950, after a 10-year delay caused by the war [9]. sults on determinants and from elementary estimates on

Nikolais interest in resolvents led him to study Lie absolute values of complex numbers. Chebotarev's

groups. The result was his Teoriya grupp Li, the first novel idea was to show that such minors, which are

Russian textbook on Lie groups, which appeared in clearly elements of Q(£), the pth cyclotomic field over

1940. It was followed by a posthumously published the field of rational numbers Q, do not vanish in the p-

monograph Teoriya algebraicheskikh funktsii. In addition, adic completion ζ)ρ(ζ) of Q(£). Just äs every p-adic num-
Nikolal devoted a lot of energy to editing the collected ber has a p-adic expansion, so does every element of
works of Zolotarev. He initiated the publication of the Qp(£) have a ττ-adic expansion for ττ = ζ — 1. Thus, each
collected works of Galois in Russian in 1936, whose of the determinant entries can be expanded äs
translation was carried out by his favorite student N. N.
Merman. Other projects of his, such äs the creation of /rs\ /rs\
an encyclopedia of elementary mathematics, were to re- t — (l + ττ) = 1 + 1 1 7 7 + 1 1 7 7 ^ + · · · .

main unfinished when, during the spring of 1947,

Nikolai started suffering from a stomach cancer. An op- Using the linearity of determinants with respect to their

eration became inevitable. In June 1947 he was hospi- columns, we can expand a minor of size n X n corre-

talized in the Sklifosovskü Institute in Moscow. He sur- spondingly äs
vived the Operation but died from complications 11 days
later, on July 2. M =
The Chebotarev family played an important role in

the academic social life in Kazan. The new spacious
house they obtained in 1937 was a meeting place for stu-
dents, scientific visitors, and other guests. Nikolai had
his working place in the house—somewhat surprisingly
not a desk but a bed—and an extensive library of
reprints consisting largely of the many papers he re- Write D̂  *n for the determinants occurring in the
viewed for the Zentralblatt. During the war, the univer- nght-hand side. If, for some d < n, there are at least d +
sities and certain academic institutions of Moscow and ! values in the sequence klf k2, ..., k„ that are smaller
besieged Leningrad were moved to Kazan, and flocks than a' then D̂  -*„ vanishes, for the entries of its ;th
ofscientistscrowded the university there. Housing was cs°|umn are the values m the r>'s of the polynonual
problemalic. It was not uncommon for the Chebotarev ( V of de§ree kJ' and d + 1 polynomials of degree
residence to have äs many äs 20 overnight guests. smaller than d are lmearlv dependent. It follows that
Despite his aversion to administrative duties, Nikolai Dfri< *« vanishes for k{ + k2 + ··· + k„ < 0 + l + ··· +,

succeeded Parfent'ev äs head of Kazan's department of (" ~ D = »(« ~ D/2' and that in the case of equality
mathematics and physics in 1943. During the 1930s he h+kz+- + k„ = n(n - l)/2, it can only be nonzero
had been the director of NIIMM, a scientific institute for lf the sets 1/ci' ]̂> ···' k"} and {0, l, ...,«- 1} comcide.
mathematics and mechanics at the university. This func- In that case' Dki,_*„ 1S a Vandermonde determinant. We
tion caused frequent disputes between Nikolai and the find M = Cri"(" 1)/2 + Ο(ττι+"(" 1)/2), where the con-
rector of the university. Otherwise, it seems that his stant C is given by

easygoing character and his thoughtful politeness usu-

ally kept him out of conflict. ^ _ sf·® sf} ··· s,f'"υ

We illustrate the style of Chebotarev's mathematics C = Σ, sign(cr) 0, jj 2i ... (n - 1)1 Π^ ι̂ ~ r'̂

by presenting two results with which he was particu- ~' !~"

larly pleased. The first is the solution to the problem

posed to him by Ostrovskii in Gottingen. It held impli- Here σ ranges over the pennutations of |0, l,..., n -

cations for the number of singularities of certain lacu- D- We recognize once more a Vandermonde determi-

nary complex power series on the boundary of their do- nant, obtaming

main of convergence [32]. Cheboiarev himself calls it

([8], pp. 5-6) "a very modest result," mentioning the p _ J Ji<;<ys» u/ ~ ri> l n </<;<» (s, — s,)

compliments the "gloomy and sombre" Ostrovskii 0!1! 2! ··· (n — 1)1

made to him on its account, and observing that it "does

meet the requirements of mathematical esthetics." As C is an integer coprime to p, it is not divisible by π,

and we find that M has ττ-adic valuation n(n - l)/2.

PROBLEM. Lei pbea prime number and ζ E. C a primitive Note that this valuation depends only on the size of M.

pth root of unity. Show that all minors of the Vandermonde In particular, M is nonzero. This finishes the proof.

determinant |£'Ή',7=ο are different from zero. The problem has a large number of published solu-

tions: A. Danilevskii (1937), Yu. G. Reshetnyak (1955),

Ostrovskii tried in vain to deduce this from known re- and M. Newman (1975) adapted Chebotarev's proof in
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various ways, Dieudonne reproved the theorem inde- C
pendently m 1970 (see [13]) ^
The second problem we discuss is of a very classical

nature Chebotarev took it up äs a suitable example to
be mcluded in bis textbook on Galois theory As with
the previous problem and the density theorem, he man-
aged to "dig deeper" with existmg tools and find what
others had failed to unrover We start with an observa-
tion that goes back to Hippocrates of Chios (—430 B C )
Let ABC be an isosceles nght-angled triangle äs m
Figure l Then the area of the shaded lune that is
bounded by the arcs on AB of the circumscnbed circle
of ABC and the circle tangent to AC and BC is equal to
the area of the triangle ABC The discovery that it was
possible to square certain lunes caused some excitement
in antiquity, äs it is clearly a promising step toward the Figure 2
solution of the famous problem of squanng the circle
More generally, let m and n be positive integers, with

m > n Consider a lune that is bounded by two arcs on If O is the midpomt of the interval AB and OB has
AB such that the angles /LAME and Z.ANB at their re- unit length, the radn MB and NB are the inverses of sin μ
spective centers M and N have ratio m n, thus, in Figure and sin v, so if we set μ = m-d and v = nu, the corre-

2, where m = 3 and n = 2, we have 2μ 2ι> = 3 2 Draw spondmg lune can be squared if and only if the identity

m equal chords in the outer arc and n equal chords in

the inner arc, äs in Fig 2 the chords AC, CD, and Dß /sin ηιΰγ ̂  m_

have equal lengths, äs have the chords AE and £ß The *·'' \ smnfi ) ~ n
m + n angles subtended by these chords a t the centers
of the correspondmg arcs are then all equal, so the holdfa Thls 1S an aigebraic equation m χ = cos ·&, and if
m l· n circle segments cut out by these chords are all lt hafa a root that 1S constructible, we find an example of

similar It follows that the ratio of the area of an outer a squarable lune that can be constructed It clearly de-

segment and the area of an inner segment equals the pends oniy on tne ratio m n whether the correspond-

square of the ratio of the radii of the two arcs Suppose mg lune can be squared The probiem of the quadrature

now that this square happens to be n m Then the to- of lunes can be formu]ated as follows

tal area of the m outer segments equals the total area of

the n inner segments, m Fig 2, the area of the three seg- PROBLEM. Find all ratws m n of copnme positive mte-

ments on AC, CD, and Dß equals the area of the seg- gers for whch the equahm (je) has a constructible solution
ments on AE and Eß Therefore, the area of the lune x = cos β
equals the area of the "rectified" lune, i e , the polygo-

nal area (hke AEBDC in Fig 2) that is bounded by the The example m Flgure l corresponds to the case m n =
m + n chords Note that this area is nothing but the area 2 -̂  whlch yieldg χ = 1/v^ For thg ratiQ m n = 3 2

of the tetragon ANBM, as the total area of the m trian- m Flg 2> already known to Hippocrates, equation (*) is

gles with vertex M on the outer chords equals the total quadratlc m cos ϋ and the correspondmg lune is con-

area of the n triangles with vertex N on the inner chords structlbic The constructible lune correspondmg to the

In this case we say that the lune can be squared raho m n = 3 1 algo goes back to Hippocrates, and

Clausen [10] published the further examples m n =

5 1 and 5 3 m 1840, not knowing that two of his "four

new lunar area s" had already been known to Hippo-

crates, and the two olhers to the 18th-century mathe-

matician Martin Johan Wallenms (see [19], p 200)

Clausen concludes his paper with the conjecture that

there are no further examples

Ich glaube schwerlich, daß sich die Großen, die die Winkel
der ändern Verhältnissen entsprechenden Ausschnitte be-
stimmen, geometrisch finden lassen

β [I find it hard to beheve that the quantities lhat dctermme
the angles of the Segment^ correspondmg to other ratlos can

Figure l be found geometncally ]
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Partial results toward Clausen's conjecture were ob- Clearly, the set of all prime numbers has density l Finite
tained by Landau (1903) and the Bulgarian mathemati- sets of prime numbers have density 0, since Zppnme l /P
cian Chakalov (1929-1930), who wrote equation (·*) m diverges Thus, for m = 10, the "exceptional" pnmes 2
terms of a new variable y = e2'0 äs and 5 do not count from a density pomt of view, and

the other pnmes are "equidistributed" over the four
F(y) = (ym - l)2 - — y'" "(y" - l)2 = o residue classes l, 3, 7, 9 modulo 10 m the sense that the

n four densities are equal Dinchlet's original formulation
and determmed m a few cases the Galois groups of the of his theorem does not mvolve the notion of density,
irreducible factors of F over Q Note that F is a differ- but the above is what his proof gives
ence of squares m Q(Vm/n) m the easier case where m - The notion of density that we just defmed is some-
n is even By a careful study of the anthmetical proper- times called analytic or Dinchlet density It would have
ties of the polynomial F, in particular the ramification been more intuitive to say that a set S of prime num-
of the Splitting field of F over Q, Chebotarev showed m bers has density δ if
1934 that Clausen's hst is complete in this easier case

[6] The general case remamed open, but shortly before #{p < χ p E 5} „ ,

Chebotarev's untimely death m 1947, his Student A B #{p < χ ρ prime}

Dorodnov fmished the work of his teacher and proved

Clausen's conjecture in füll [15] With this concept of density, called natural density,
Dinchlet's theorem is also valid, but the proof, which is
much harder, was only given by De la Vallee-Poussm

The Densitv Theorem m -̂ 6 ̂ see ̂ -̂  ̂  a set °̂  Pnmes nas a natural den-
- sity, then it has an analytic one, and the two densities

Chebotarev's density theorem may be regarded äs the are eclua1' but the converse is false The results below
least common generahzation of Dinchlet's theorem on were ongmally proved for the analytic density, which
pnmes in anthmetic progressions (1837) and a theorem 1S easier to marupulate They are also valid for the nat-
of Frobemus (1880, published 1896) ural density, but m this case the proofs require addi-
Dinchlet's theorem is easy to discover expenmen- tlonal techmques, largely due to Hecke [20]

tally Here are the prime numbers below 100, arranged The theorem of Frobemus (1849-1917) that
bv final dis.it Chebotarev generalized deserves to be better known

than it is For inany applications of Chebotarev's theo-

1 11 31 41 61 71 rem ** sufflces to have Frobenms's theorem, which is
2 2 koth older (1880) and easier to prove than Chebotarev's

3 3, 13, 23, 43, 53, 73, 83 theorem (1922)
5 5 Agam, Frobenms's theorem can be discovered em-
7 7 17 37 47 67 97 pincally Consider a polynomial / with integer coeffi-
9 19 29 59 79 89 cients,say/ = X4 + 3X2 + 7 K + 4, and suppose that one

is mterested in decidmg whether or not / is irreducible

It does not come äs a surprise that no prime numbers over the nnS Z of integere A Standard approach is to
end m 0, 4, 6, or 8, and that only two prime numbers factor/modulo several prime numbers p Thus, we have

end in 2 or 5 The table suggests that there sre mfmitely __
many primes endmg in each of l, 3, 7, 9, and that, ap- / ̂ X(X + x + D m°d 2,
proximately, they keep up with each other This is m-
deed true, it is the special case m = 10 ot the followmg where X and X3 + X + l are irreducible over the field
theorem, proved by Dinchlet (1805-1859) in 1837 (see F2 = Z/2Z of 2 elements We say that the decomposihon
[14]) Wnte ψ(ηι) for the number of integere χ with l s *Μ>« °{ f modulo 2 is l, 3 It follows that iff is reduable

x < m and gcd(x, m) = l, so Ψ(10) = 4 over Z' then lts decomposihon type will hkewise be l,
3 a product of a linear factor and an irreducible cubic

„ T̂ ,T ^̂  T , factor However, the latter alternative is incompatible
THEOREM OF DIRICHLET. Lei m be a posüwc rntege, wth fte ̂ ̂  ̂  dec ltlon t modufo π ω
Then for each integer a with gcd (a, m) = l the set of prime ~ o

numbers p with p =a mod m has density 1/φ(ηι)

„ c , f=(X2 + 5X- l)(X2-5X-4) mod 11,
Here we say lhat a set S of prime numbers has density
o f

1 where the two factors are irreducible over FH One con-

cludes that / is irreducible over Z

V — ) / \ — ) -̂  S for s 1 1 Could the irreducibihty of / have been proven with a

P / \ p pumc P l smglc prime7 Modulo such a prime number, / would
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have to be irreducible, with decomposition type equal speaking, that the "number" of primes with a given de-

to the single number 4 Current Computer algebra pack- composition type is proportional to the number of σ £

ages make it easy to do a numencal expenment There G with the same cycle pattern

are 168 prime numbers below 1000 Two of these, p = 7

and p = 19, are special, m the sense that / acquires re- THEOREM OF FROBENIUS. The aensity of the sei of

peated factors modulo p primes p for which f has a given decomposition type n\,

n2, , nt exists, and it is equal to l /#G times the number

/ = (X - 3)2(X + 3)2 mod 7, of σ €Ξ G with cycle pattern η·\, η2, , nt

f = (X - 3)3(X + 9) mod 19

Consider, for example, the partition in which all nl are
For no other prime does this happen, and the followmg equal to l Only the ldentlty permutation has this cycle

types are found pattern Hence, the set of primes p for which / modulo

p splits completely into linear factors has density l /#G
Type l, 3 112 pnmes (67 5%), Thus/ the last column of the tabie above mdicates that

Type 2, 2 44 primes (26 5%), the Galois groups of lne flve polynomials m the table

Type l, l, l, l 10 primes (6 0%) have orders 24, 4, 4, s, and 12, respectively In fact, these

, , , , , . , , , , ., . , , Galois groups are the füll Symmetrie group 54, the Klein
It is suggested that the primes with type l, 3 have den- , ö *:, , } _ γ ,Γ, '

2 ,r , , , r,,, „ „ / i L ,,, four group W, the cy ehe eroup C4, the dihedral group
sity , that the primes with type 2, 2 have density , that , - . ? , „ , \ , v Λ τ,
' , „ , ., ,, , j . , ^ 4̂ of order 8, and the alternating group A4 Ihis is a

no prime at all exists with the desired type 4 or with , , ' , ö ö f „r ,
1 T O j t i iu j j- j j j. i i-i. i. complete list of transitive subgroups of S4, so that every

type l, l, 2, and, to make the densities add up to l, that ; , , , · , . , , , , , ·, f ·, f
,, . 1 , 1 1 1 1 1 j j. irreducible f of degree 4 behaves like one ot the hve
the pnmes with type l, l, l, l have density 2 n / , & , , _ , , , ,,, ,,
τι r n . , , v ,1 Tl £ i polynomials m the table For reducible t there are other
The followmg table shows the results of similar ex- r J '

penments performed on several fourth-degree polyno- P°f,f l f168 . , , , L . . ,
r , τ-, , , i r ,1 r L i .f , , , The alternating group A4 contams, in addition to the
mials For each polynomial /in the first column, the table , . . 1 - 1 L L 1 0 j^u

,, , , , , , , ' , , identity element, eight elements of type l, 3, and three
gives the apparentdensityofpnm.es p for which f mod- , ^ ,. ' _B„, . ,, Γ / » ^ j
°,, j , , elements of type 2, 2 l ms explains the f ractions „ = , and
ulo p has a given decomposition type .,. y\ ', L, F , , , v4 , ov2 .

r r /r iz = that we found for the polynomial / = X4 + 3X2 +

/ 4 1,3 2,2 1,1,2 1,1,1,1 7X + 4 Smce A4 contams no elements of type 4, the set

4~L _ ι ~~ of pnmes p for which / is irreducible modulo p has den-

e existence °f tne Frobenius substitu-v4 _ χ2 + ̂  0 0 f)
v-4 + χ3 + χζ + χ + ι Q * Q ' tlon (gee below) implies that no such primes exist at all

v4 _ χ2 _ ι Q ' Wltn a little group theory, one can deduce several

v4 + -?χ2 + 7χ -|_ 4 Q " Q * charmmg consequences from Frobenius' s theorem For

example, if / modulo p has a zero m Fp for every prime

Frobenius' s theorem teils how to understand these frac- number p, then / is either linear or reducible Also, the

tions through the Galois group of the polynomial number of irreducible factors of / over Z is equal to the

Let, generally, / be a polynomial with integer coeffi- average number of zeros of / modulo p m fp, averaged

cients and with leading coefficient l, and denote the de- over all p (m an obvious way) Histoncally, the logic

gree of / by n Assume that the discrimmant Δ(/) of / went in the opposite direction the last statement was

does not vanish, so that / has n distmct zeros αΛ, a2, , proved by Kronecker m 1880 [23], and it formed the ba-

a„ m a suitable extension field of the field Q of rational sis for Frobemus's proof, it was Frobenius who used

numbers Write K for the field generated by these zeros group theory m his argument, not Kronecker

K = Q(«i, oi2, ,a„) The Galois group G of / is the In order to see a connection between the theorems of

group of field automorphisms of K Each σ e G per- Dinchlet and Frobenius we consider polynomials of the

mutes the zeros αΛ, a2, , a„ of /, and is completely type/ = Xm - l, where m is a positive integer We have
determmed by the way in which it permutes these ze- Δ(Χ - 1) = (-i)m(m D/2m«^ go we exciucje the pnmes

ros Hence, we may consider G äs a subgroup of the dividmg m For the remammg primes p, one can deter-
group S„ of permutations of n Symbols Wntmg an ele- mme the decomposition type of Xm - l modulo p by ap-
ment σ e G äs a product of disjomt cycles (mcludmg cy- plymg elementary properties of fmite fields (see [25J,
des of length 1), and lookmg at the lengths of these cy- Theorem 2 47) With m = 12 one fmds m this wa> that
cles, we obtain the cycle pattern of σ, which is a partition the decomposition type depends only on the residue

n\, η-ι, ,η,οίη class of p modulo 12, äs follows
If p is a prime number not dividmg Δ(/), then we can

wnte / modulo p äs a product of distmct irreducible fac- p = l mod 12 l, 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
tors over Fp The degrees of these irreducible factors p = 5 mod 12 l, 1 1 1 2 2 Ί. 2

form the decomposition type of / modulo p, this is also p = 7 mod 12 1,1 l l l \ 222

a partition of n Frobemus's theorem asserts, roughly p =11 mod 12 1,1,2,2 2 2 2
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Notice that the four decomposition types correspond- _ The Frobemus map is an automorphism of the field

mg to the four coprime residue classes are pairwise dis- Fp of charactenstic p, and the Frobemus Substitution σρ

tmct Hence, Frobemus's theorem implies the special is gomg to be an automorphism of the field X of char-

case m = 12 of Dmchlet's theorem This does not work actenstic zero To relate the two fields, we develop a

for all m For example, with m = 10 we find in the same way of takmg elements of K = Q(ai, , a„) modulo p,

way the following decomposition types so that the "zeros of (/ mod p)" can be regarded äs the
"(zeros of /) mod p" _

p = L mod 10 l, l, l, l, l, l, l, l, 1,1 By a place of K over p we mean a map ψ-Κ-* Έρ U {°°}
ρ^3θΐ7 mod 10 l, l, 4, 4 for which

p = 9 mod 10 l, l, 2, 2, 2, 2

(ι) ι/ί"1 F,, is a subnng of K, and ψ φ~ι ΐρ —> Fp is a ring

The decomposition type depends only on p modulo 10, homomorphism,

but Frobemus's theorem does not distmguish between (u) φχ = ao tf and only if φ(\~ι) = 0, for any nonzero

the residue classes 3 mod 10 and 7 mod 10 Generally, χ(ΞΚ

Frobemus's theorem for / = X"' - l is implied by

Dmchlef s theorem for the same m, but not conversely Note that a new symbol hke °° is forced upon us if we

One can formulate a sharper Version of Frobemus's attempt to take elements of K modulo p we obviously

theorem that for / = Xm - l does come down to Want p mod p to be 0, which leads to (l/p) mod p =
Dinchlet's theorem To do this, one needs to answer a 1/0 = 00

question that is suggested by the connection between The basic facts about places are as fonows

decomposition types and cycle patterns Namely, is it

possible to associate in some natural manner, with each (a) & lace of K Qver exists^ for e number

pnme number p not dividmg Δ(/), an element σρ e G (b) lf ̂  ̂ are two laces oyer then ψ, = ̂T for gome

such that the decomposition type of / modulo p is the rGG

same as the cycle type of af The answer is almost af- (c) lf ^oes not dmde Δ(Λ then the e]emesA TeG m

firmative it can mdeed be done, except that σρ, tradi- (b) lg umquel determmed by ψ and ψ'
tionally called the Frobemus Substitution of p, is only well

defmed up to conmeacy m G (Conrugate permutahons T , r r ι ι ι i c L T J
, ,, r i , , 1 1 fi L i .1 In the formulation we have chosen, these facts are hard
have the same cycle pattern, so this should not bother , , , ,, , , , _, , .. ,

i N ̂  ,1 τπ i i ,, , ι ι to find m the textbooks Tms provides an attractive ex-
us too much) ünce the Frobemus Substitution has been , ,, , , \ ,, , , , .. ,
. r , r i , , r i c, τ , r ercise for the reader who is not willing to take them ror
defmed, one can wonder about the density of the set of ,

pnmes p for which σΰ is equal to a given element o f G ° T l , , . , j Λ/Λ j ι ,.
* r, , ^ , n ° Let p be any pnme number not dividmg Δ (π, and let
This leads to the desired common generalization of the , 1 1 er, Ti i /i i. / / \

i T - . u i j . j c u Tt r li.j'A'363 place of K over p It is easily seen that ι/Και),
theorems of Dinchlet and Frobemus 1t was formulated ,, . r ., . ,, Γ , ;, , . =;

, , , , , , φ(α2>, , Ψ(αη) are the zeros of (/ mod p) m F„
as a comecture by Frobemus, and ultimately proved by ;. , ,,\ , , , , ., . ' , ,r . l

. ' J J r J Applymg (b) and (c) to ψ = ί<τοο°ψ — which is also a

_ , , , ,, ^ , , L , . place over p, with Frob(°°) = co — One fmds that there
The construction of the Frobemus Substitution i s r , , r - u ^ - ^ £ 11
, ,, , , , , , , , , , is a umque element Frob,/,GG for which

mildly tecnnical, which forms the main cause for the rel- '

ative unpopularity of Chebotarev's theorem outside al-

gebraic number theory In our exposition we shall take ^ ''' ° ̂

a few easily stated facts for granted _
First, let a pnme number p be fixed, «id denote by Fp Thls 1S gom§ to be our Frobemus Substitution As an el-

an algebraic closure of the field Fp = Z/pZ The funda- ement of G'lt: 1S charactenzed by

mental tool in the theory of fimte fields is the Frobemus

map Frob Fp -» F,„ which is defmed by Frob(a) = a'5 It ψ(Ρ̂ φ(χ)) = Frob(i//(x)) for all τΕΚ

clearly respects multiplication, and it respects, rmracu-

lously, addition as well it is a field automorphism of F;, This shows that Frob,/,permutes a\, â , , a„ m the same

It follows that Frob permutes the zeros of any polyno- way as Frob permutes the zeros ψ(«ι), i/Ka2), , i/Xa„) of

mial g that has coefficients ir Έρ Galois theory for fimte (/ mod p) Therefore, the cycle pattern of Frob,/, is mdeed

fields comes down to the Statement that the cycle pattei n equal to the decomposition type of / modulo p

of Frob, viewed as a pei mutation of the zeros ofg, is the same The Frobemus Substitution Frob,/, does, m general, de-

as the decomposition type of g over Fp This is true for any pend on the rhoice of the place ψ over p By (b), any

polynomial g with coefficients in Fp that has no repeated other place over p is of the form ψ°τ, and one readily

factors The proof readily reduces to the case that g is venfies from the defmition that Frob^T = τ loFrob,/,°T,

irreducible, m which case one apphes Theorem 2 14 of that is, if φ varies over the places over a fixed pnme p,

[25] The case of mterest to us is g = (/ mod p), with f as then Frob ψ ranges over a conjugacy class in G We shall

taken earlier denote a typical element of this conjugacy class by σρ,
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it is well defmed only up to conjugacy, and it is called prime ideals of the ring of mtegers of an algebraic num-

the Frobemus Substitution of p her field are equidistributed over the ideal classes The

To illustrate the above, we consider agam the poly- proof requires the notion of a Hilbert class field

normal / = X'n - l In this case K is a cyclotomic field, ob- The second has to do with quadratic forms the set of

tamed by adjommg a primitive mth root of umty ζ to Q. pnmes p that can be wntten äs p = 3z2 + xy + 4y2, with
The Galois group G has order <p(m), and it is naturally x, i/GZ, has a density, which equals , Results of this sort
isomorphic to the group (Z/mZ)* of units of the ring depend on nng class fields
Z/mZ, here r€EG corresponds to (a mod jn)G(Z/mZ)* if The final one concerns base 10, like the result with
τ(ζ) = ζ" Let p be a prime number not dividmg m Smce which we started the density of the set of pnmes p for

the Galois group is abehan, the Frobemus Substitution which ', when developed m the decimal System, has an

σρ is a well-defmed element of G, not just up to conju- odd penod length, exists, and is equal to , (see [31])

gacy To compute it, let φ be a place over p Then 17 = This example depends, interestmgly enough, on infi-

ψ(ζ) is a primitive mth root of umty in Fp By defimtion nitely many polynomials, namely, those of the form/ =

of σρ, we have ψ(σρ(χ)) = φ(χ)Ρ for all x<=K Puttmg χ = X2k - 100 for all k > 2

ζ, and letting a be such that σρ(ζ) = ζ", we find that η" =

η P, so that a = p mod m In other words, if p is a pnme Class Field Theory and Chebotarev's Theorem

number not dwidmg m, then the Frobemus Substitution σρ

is the element ofG that under the isomorphism G = (Z/mZ)* The paper m which Frobemus proved his theorem and

corresponds to (p mod m) formulated the conjecture that was to become

The example just given allows us to reformulate Chebotarev's density theorem had already been wntten

Dinchlet's theorem äs follows iff=Xm - Iforsomepos- in 1880 He commumcated the results of his paper to
itive mtegei m, then the set of pnme numbers p for which σρ Stickelberger and Dedekind, but delayed the pubhca-

15 equal to a given element of G has a densiiy, and this den- tion until Dedekind's ideal theory had appeared m

sity equals 1/#G, thus the Frobemus Substitution is prmt This occurred m 1894, and Frobenms's paper came

equidistributed over the Galois group if p vanes over out m 1896

all pnmes not dividmg m Chebotarev's theorem ex- Frobemus's conjecture was 42 years old when

tends this to all / Chebotarev proved it in 1922 Durmg these 42 years, al-

gebraic number theory had gone through several de-

CHEBOTAREV'S DENSITY THEOREM. Letfbe a poly- velopments Dedekind and Kronecker laid the founda-

nomial with integer coeffmcnts and with leading coefficient tions of the theory, Hubert wrote his Zahlbencht, Weber

l Assume that the discnmmant A(f) offdoes not vamsh Let and Hilbert conceived the prmcipal theorems of class

C be a conjugacy class of the Galois group G of f Then the field theory, and shortly after World War I, the Japanese

set of pnmes p not dividmg A(f) for which σΡ belongs to C mathematician Takagi supphed the proofs of these the-

has a density, and this density equals #C/#G orems (see [18])

Class field theory descnbes all abehan extensions of

On first mspection, one might feel that Chebotarev's the- a given algebraic number field It is, after more than 70

orem is not much stronger than Frobemus's Version In years, still considered to be a difficult theory Its main

fact, applymg the latter to a well-chosen polynomial results are natural enough, but the proofs are long and

(with the same Splitting field äs /), one fmds a vanant winding, they have the character of a venfication rather
of the density theorem in which C is required to be a dt- than offermg a satisfactory explanation of why the re-
mswn of G rather than a conjugacy class, here two ele- sults are true
ments of G belong to the same division if the cyclic sub- One might think that class field theory provided
groups that they generate are conjugate in G Frobemus Chebotarev with a powerful tool for his proof Indeed,
himself reformulated his theorem already m this way modern textbook treatments of Chebotarev's density
The partition of G mto divisions is, m general, less fme theorem invanably depend on class field theory (see, for
than its partition mto conjugacy classes, and Frobemus's example, [24], Chap VIII, See 4 and [30], Chap V, See
theorem is correspondingly weaker than Chebotarev's 6) Remarkably, the original proof did not In fact,
For example, (3 mod 10) and (7 mod 10) belong to the Chebotarev was at the time not yet familiär with class
same division of the group (Z/WZ)*, and this is why field theory, he proved his theorem essentially with his
Frobemus's theorem cannotdishnguishbetween pnmes bare hands As we shall see, his proof was more im-
lymg m these two residue classes portant for class field theory than class field theory was
We close this section with three typical elementary for his proof

apphcations of Chebotarev's density theorem For the Chebotarev's argument was based on a new tech-
proofs, it suffices to apply the theorem to appropriately mque of his own mvention, which consisted of "cross-
constructed fields, just äs one obtams Dinchlet's theo- mg" arbitrary abehan extensions of number fields with
rein by looking at cyclotomic fields cyclotomic extensions, obtamed by adjommg a root of
The first is a result from algebraic number theory the umty Usmg no more than basic Galois theory,
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Chebotarev showed that this procedure reduced the Chebotarev's ghost might reply that it is our Intuition
general case of bis theorem to the case of (relative) cy- and human psychology that need to be replaced, and
clotomic e> tensions He handled this case by way of a not his perfectly vahd and effective argument Indeed,
fairly Standard argument similar to the one Dinchlet Neukirch [30] weaves Chebotarev's stratagem so closely
had used More details can be found m Schreier's lucid through his presentation of the theory that one can be-
contemporary account [33] and in the appendix to this heve that one day it will be part of our way of thmkmg
article about the reciprocity law
Chebotarev pubhshed his density theorem first m On the other hand, Chebotarev's tnck has disap-

Russian in 1923 [4], and next in German m 1925 [5] Also peared from current treatments of his density theorem
m 1923, Emil Artm pubhshed his reciprocity law [l, Satz once the reaprocity law is available, one can deal di-
2] This law is now considered to be the mam result of rectly with abelian extensions, without the detour
class field theory, even though it is missmg from through cyclotomic extensions The reader of the ap-
Weber's and Hilbert's original concepüon Artm boldly pendix will agree that this approach, due to Deurmg
formulated his law äs a theorem, but he admitted that [12], is a very natural one, but it makes Chebotarev's
he had no proof He pomted out that his reciprocity law theorem appear harder than it actually is
would imply Frobenms's conjecture [l, Abschnitt 7] On
February 10, 1925, Artin wrote to Hasse [16, p 23] Appendix

Haben Sie die Arbeit von Tschebotareff m den Annalen Bd We give a proof of Chebotarev's theorem that follows
95 gelesen? Ich konnte sie nicht verstehen und mich auch hlg Q d strategy/ lf not hls tactlcs References are to
aus Zeitmangel noch nicht richtig dahinterklemmen Wenn r„., ,., ? , ., , , ,
die nchtig ist, hat man sicher die allgemeinen Abelschen ™ We assume famihanty with basic algebraic num-
Reziprô itatsgesetie m der Tasche Das Studium der Arbeit ber theory, mcludmg elementary properties of zeta
haben wir hier auf das nächste Semester verschoben functions [VIII1-3], but not mcludmg class field theory
Vielleicht haben Sie sie schon gelesen und wissen also ob We prove a more general Version of the theorem, in
falsch oder richtig? whlch the bage field can be any algebraiL number fleid

[Ehd you read Chebotarev's paper m the Annakn, vol 95? I F mstead of lust ?' As "} the Cfe f = Q' a set of Pnmes
could not understand it, and lack of time prevented me so of F can have a density [VIII 4] Let K be a fmite Galois
far from properly concentratmg on it If it is correct, then extension of F, with Galois group G There is agam, for
one surely has the general abelian reciprocity laws m one s an but fimtely many pnmes p of F, a Frobemus subshtu-
pocket Here we postponed studymg the paper until the fJOJJ whlch lg an element of G that ls wdl defmed
next semester Perhaps you have read it already and know v
therefore whether it is nght or wrong?] to conjugacy

A . , . . , n u , , ,t CHEBOTAREV'S THEOREM. For anu comuvaci/ class C
Artm's Intuition was correct Chebotarev himself wntes ,„ ,, , , J/vlr^ ,,, , , y y |W 1 1
r ς 1_,] o/G, the density d(KIF,C)of the sei of pnmes \) ofF for which
[/, VOl O, pp 1DD 130 j j Ί in^

rr o-p e C exists and equals #C/#G

In the summer of 1927, when I studied class field theory, I
became convmced that it was possible to prove Artm's rec- The proof begins with a reduction to the abelian case

iprocity law by means of my device of takmg composites Let σ G C, and put E = {χ Ε Κ στ = x} Then K is a
with cyclotomic extensions When the outline of a proof be- Galois extension of E with group (σ) Α simple count-

K̂ ™̂<szäz£&T£z£ -f »r™* »med oui -[vm 4· p™· °f Theorem
display case of the hbrary the issue of the Hamburger '' shows that
Abhandlungen with Artm s paper [2] My annoyance was im-
mediately mitigated when I saw that Artin mentions at the (*) the conclusion of the theorem holds for K, F, C lf and
begmmng of his paper that a basic idea of his proof, that of on]y tf ̂  holds for K, E, [σ]
takmg composites -with cyclotomic extensions, was bor
rowed from my paper [5] I was very touched by Artm's ^ T , , „ , , \ , ·,, „ , ,
meticulousness m matters of attribution, äs there is only an Note that the Galols SrouP ̂  °f K over E 1S abellan
mcomplete analogy between the ways m which the method Next one considers the case that K is cyclotomic over
of takmg composites with cyclotomic extensions is used m F, i e , K = F(Q for some root of umty ζ This is the case
the two papers that for F = Q yields Dinchlet's theorem, and it is the

proof of the latter theorem that one imitates Usmg the

Artm found his proof m July 1927 (see [16], pp 31-32) fact that the Frobemus Substitution of a pnme p depends

Chebotarev was not far behmd only on the norm of p modulo the order of ζ (cf [VII4,

Chebotarev's techmque is still a crucial mgredient of Example]), one expresses the zeta function ζκ(ε) of K äs
all known proofs of Artm's reciprocity law (e g, [24], a suitable product of L-functions of F Then one looks
Chap X, See 2) It is widely feit that it works for no at the order of the pole in s = l, and one fimshes the
good reason, and that it is just äs countermtuihve äs proof with a traditional argument äs m [VIII4, Corollary
most proofs m class field theory To this complamt, to Theorem 8]
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One approach to deal with general abehan extensions when a certain political thaw had set in under Stalm's

is by showmg that they share the essential properties of successor Khrushchev He tried twice without success

cyclotomic extensions that are used This is not easy— to publish it m Algebra ι Logika, on the occasion of the

it is the content of class field theory It leads to Deurmg's 20th and 25th anniversaries of Chebotarev's death Like

proof of Chebotarev's theorem [VIII4, Theorem 10] Chebotarev's son Grigom's recollections of his father's

Chebotarev's method does not need class field the- life [3] and some selected manuscnpts of Chebotarev

ory It is äs follows Let K be abehan over F, with group and Morozov [8], it has not yet been pubhshed
G and degree n Let m be any prime number not divid- However, IR Shafarevich has been so kmd äs to pro-
mg the discnmmant Δ of K over Q, and denote by ζ a vide us with copies of these documents The amount of

primitive mth root of unity Then the Galois group H of detail concerning events of a remotely political nature

ΐ(ζ) over F is isomorphic to (Z/mZ)*, and the Galois vanes äs a function of time in these sources, one can
group of Κ(ζ) over F may be identified with G X H If a compare the descnptions of similar events in the

prime p of F has Frobenms Substitution (σ, τ) in G X H, "abridged" autobiography in the 1949-1950 collected

then it has Frobemus Substitution σ m G Hence, wnt- works, m Morozov's 1963 sketch that mcludes quotes

mg cf,nf for lower density — defmed äs the density, but from the unabndged autobiography, and in the recent
with lim replaced by hm inf — we have dmf (K/F, {σ}) > recollections [3]

~Στ£Η dmf (Κ(ζ)/ΐ, {(σ, τ)}) Now fix σ E. G and τΕΗ,

and suppose that n divides the order of τ Then the sub-
groups ((σ, r)) and G X {1} of G X H have a trivial m- : E Artin, Über eine neue Art von ̂Reihen, Abh Math
f , rp, , ,, r ι ι τ r r n \\ Sem Urav Hamburg 3 (1923), 89-108, Collected papers,
tersection Therefore the field L of mvanants of ((σ, r)) pp 1Q5_124 Addlso°_Wesley, Readmg/ MA, 1965

satisfies L(Q = Κ(ζ), so that the extension L C Κ(ζ) is cy- 2 E Artin, Beweis des allgemeinen Rezipro/itatsgeset/es,

clotomic By what we proved in the cyclotomic case, the Abh Math Sem Urav Hamburg 5 (1927), 353-363, Collected

density ά(Κ(ζ)/1, {(σ, τ)}) exists and has the correct papers, pp 131-141 Addison-Wesley, Readmg, MA, 1965

value This is, by (0, then also true for ά(Κ(ζ)/ΐ, {(σ, τ)}), 3 p tN Chebotarev, Iz vospomimnn ob ottse (From the recol
, , ., , . ...._ „ ,„ _ lections on im/father) (unpublished)

which consequently equals 1/(#G #H) Summmg over 4 N G Chebotarev, Opredeleme plotnosh sovokupnost!

τ, one obtams dmf (K/F, {σ}) > #H„/(#G #H), where H„ prostykh chisel, prmadle/hashchikh /adannomu klassu
is the set of τ E ff of order divisible by n Now it is easy podstanovok (Determination of the density of the set of

to see that äs m ranges over all prime numbers not dl- Prime numbers, belongmg to a given Substitution class),

vidmg Δ, the fraction #H„/#H gets arbitranly close to ^̂ 27̂  ***"* ™^^ ̂̂  S°br£mye S°Chl

l (use, for example, Dinchlet's theorem to choose m - 5 N Tsc'hebotareff (= N G Chebotarev), Die Bestimmung

l mod nk for l arge /c) Thus it follows that dm{ (K/F, (σ)) > der Dichtigkeit einer Menge von Prim/ahlen, welche zu

l /#G Applymg this to all other elements of the group, einer gegebenen Substitutionsklasse gehören, Math Ann
one fmds that the upper density dsup (K/F, l σ)) is at most 95 (1925), 191-228
l /#G Therefore the lower and the upper density coin- 6 * Tschebotarow (= N G Chebotarev), Über quadrierbare

, , ,, , , . , „ „ „V , , ,, Kieisbogeoiweiecke, I, Math Z 39 (1935), 161-175
cide, and the density equals 1/#G This completes the 7 N G £heboiareVf Sohmnye sochtnenii (Couected works)i
proof of the theorem Akademiya Nauk SSSR, Moscow, 1949-1950 (3 volumes)

8 N G Chebotarev, Letter to Mikhail ΙΓich Rokotovskü, July
References 3, 1945, m Pis'ma i Vospommamya (Letters and

.—_ Recollections) (16 pp , unpublished)
„ n τ·ί , τ.r i f ̂ i i t ·· TU 9 N Tschebotarow (= N G Chebotarev), Gnindzuse der
Sources on the lafe and Work of Chebotarev The Galolbschm Theone> uberseUt und bearbeitet von H

mathematical work of Chebotarev is well documented Schwerdtfeger, Noordhoff, Groningen, 1950

m books and papers that appeared durmg or shortly af- 10 Th Clausen, Vier neue mondformige Flachen, deren Inhalt

ter his lifetime Russian versions of his pubhshed pa- quadnrbar ist, J Reine Angew Math 21 (1840), 375-376

pers can be found m his collected works [7J In addition, n 9̂  de *a Vallee-Poussm, Recherches analytiques sur la
:-,,,. . , r - t „,̂ α, tneorie des nombres premiers Deuxieme partie Les tone-
Chebotarev wrote several overviews of his own math- ÜQns de ̂^̂  ̂ ̂^ ^ dc ̂  forme

ematical work m volumes appearmg under titles of the Imeaire MX H N, Ann Soc Sei Bruxelles 20 (1896),
form Soviel mathematics afler n years, see, e g , [26] Of a 281-362
similar nature are [21] and the detailed descnption of 12 M Deurmg, Über den Tschebotareffsehen Dichtig-
the work of Chebotarev and his students m Kazan by keitssat/, Math Ann 110 (1935), 414-415
, ,, j r ,Λ, Γ001 13 ) Uieudonne, Une propnete des racines d'umte, Rev Un
his colleague and fnend Morozov [28] Mat Argenhna 25 (1970), 1-3, Math Rev 47, #8495, see

The Situation with respect to Chebotarev s hfe is dif- aiso [7]/ Vol 3̂  p 162^ Math Rev 17> 338v Math Rev 53/

ferent His collected works contain a "slightly abridged" #7997

Version of a mathematical autobiography wntten m 14 G Lejeune Dinchlet, Beweis des Sät/es, dass jede unbe-
1927 It focuses on his mathematics and his scientific ca- grenzte arithmetische Progression, deren erstes Glied und

, , , , .·, u,,., mr ,_ ..τ Differen/ gan/e Zahlen ohne gemeinschaftlichen Factor
reer, äs does, to a lesser extent, the obituary m the &md/ unenbdhch viele Pnm7dhfen enthalt/ Abh Koragl
Uspekhi [29] Morozov wrote a biographical sketch of Akad Wissenschaft Berlin, math Abh (1837), 45-71,
Chebotarev [27] of a much more personal nature in 1963, Werke l, pp 313-342 Georg Reimer, Berlin, 1889
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Which Is to Be Master—IV1

Chandler Davis

All over the world there are mathematics graduate of doing research in a language where the widely

students who are obliged to start practicing their new used letter "i" can stand not for a plain old vowel but

science m a new language. They did their under- for a sound that's almost two syllables, like "aa-ü."
graduate work in Bulgarian and are now workmg in Mathematicians from all over the world agree in
Russian; or they did their undergraduate work m wonderment: How can anyone, even natives, over-
Arabic and are now workmg in French; or, especially come such an impediment to research? Some Enghsh
frequent, they did their undergraduate work in words even have this preposterous pronunciation
Danish or Chinese or Romanian or Spamsh and are twice, like "fimte"; then the language perversely re-
now working m English. verses itself, äs in "infinite "
All these transitions are difficult, I mean, one has Worst of all, there is one constant, spoken of daily

read textbooks in a language and encountered H and by all of us, whose name is pronounced the same in
understood the mathematics, but that doesn't teil one all the world's mathematical languages but English,
to call the accent "s volnoi" (Russian) respectively and in English it has that obnoxious vowel, so that
"tilde" (English). Then when one has learned to say Germans and Venezuelans and Greeks alike must of-
"aitchtilde" onemay have the badluckto work with fend their deepest hnguistic mstmcts by makmg
a professor who says "aitch twiddle" mstead. themselves say, "Paa-ii."
But whatever the difficulties of doing research in

an unfarmliar language—-Russian or French or iSee Mathematical Melhgmcet vol 14, no 2, 5l, vol 15, no l, 5,
Gennan—they are nothing to the near-impossibility vol 15, no 2,26
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